In order to research roughness of rock fracture surfaces whether to depend on scale effect, Brazil discs were fractured under tensile and compression stress in Brazil test with MTS (Mechanics Test Systems) and a laser profilometer was used to scan rock fracture surfaces. A figure of central profile was plotted through the scanned coordinates datum. A type of scale and a new concept about coefficient of deviating from normal distribution are defined to analyse the directional distribution of normal vector through statistics. Finally, some sample statistics are compared with other ones and a conclusion is reached that roughness of center profile depends on scale effect and the distribution of degrees more and more approximate normal distribution along with increase of scale.
roughness, irregularity and complexity. They attempt to clarify the relationship between complex morphology of rock fracture surfaces and roughness by all kinds of ways. For example, In order to assess the current state of rock masses and to predict the stability of jointed rock structures, the roughness of rock fracture surfaces has been researched to a higher level. Based on systematic experiments, Barton and Choubey proposed a conceptual model to quantify the roughness of rock fracture surface in 1977 [1] . They classified the roughness into ten grades and the Joint Roughness Coefficients (JRC) was defined range from 0 to 20 [2, 3, 4] . Some investigators have been using fractal geometry and multifractal which has been developed since 1970's to describe rock fracture mechanism and have been trying to establish the relationship between the fractal dimension and various mechanical parameters of rock fracture surfaces [5, 6, 7, 8] . Some experts have indicated that the structural anisotropy of rock fracture surfaces greatly influences the mechanical behavior of rock joints under loading [9, 10, 11] . Roughness of center profile curve on rock fracture surfaces will be studied from statistics in the following content. Finally, Three prospects will be put forward in the end of the paper.
Experiment and Analysis

Experimental Method
Firstly, a kind of special granites which were taken from North Mountain of Gansu province in China were selected as experimental material, because the compactness of the rock material is relatively homogeneous and the compressive strength and tensile strength are relatively large. The acquisition of granite was made of the cylinder-shaped sample with rock drilling machine, and then the rock sample was cut into three Brazil discs with cutting off machine and buffing machine. The diameter and height of every disc are equal to 112 mm and 28 mm respectively. Secondly, the rock discs were fractured under tensile and compression stress in Brazil split test with MTS (Mechanics Test Systems). Loading speed of MTS was set to per minute 0.01 mm. When loading stress reaches 48 kN approximatively, the discs were fractured along vertical direction (refer with: Fig. 1 ). Finally, according to rock mechanics principle, in process of indirect tensile stresses, the compression stress of the edge near fixture of disc is relatively centralized, so the edge of the disc was easily broken and a little stone chips fell. Whereas inner tensile stress of the rock disc is relatively balanced [12, 13] , the inner of fracture rock has no stone chips fallen. So two ends of the rectangular fracture surfaces were removed 11 mm respectively. Thus the length of center part of fracture surface is equal to 90 mm (refer with: Fig. 2 ). The length of 90 mm is supposed to x axis direction. The center part of fracture surface was scanned by high-accuracy rock laser profilometer along x axis according to the way that interval of x axis is equal to 0.1 mm to acquire three dimensions coordinates (x, y, z) of lattice. Total 901 rope line segments were scanned through the above method, because the length of center part of fracture surface is 90 mm. Length of every line segment scanned is 28 mm, since the width of center part of rock fracture surface is equal to 28 mm (refer with: Fig. 2 ).
Analysis of Center Profile on Rock Fracture Surface
The coordinates datum of central profile on rock rectangle fracture surface (refer with: Fig. 2 ) was extracted by computer procedure, and then the approximative two-dimensional figure of the [14, 15, 16] . Every angle of each normal vector departing from straight up vector was measured (refer with: Fig. 4 ) and all normal vectors' directional distributional circumstance of corresponding scale was considered. The motivation for this approach is straightforward: for a perfectly straight profile the normal vectors will all be parallel and hence display zero dispersion (i.e. smooth curve), whereas the dispersion will increase as the profile departs from straight (i.e. becomes more rougher). Suppose angle of straight up vector is zero degree. The degrees of the angle in the direction skewing to left are negative, whereas those skewing to right is positive. Thus these degrees datum of angles can be obtained with computer procedure. 
Statistical Knowledge
From statistics [17, 18, 19, 20] , mean of sample (refer with: Eq. (1)) and median reflect concentrated tendency of sample datum. Range (refer with: Eq. (2)) and variance (refer with: Eq. (3)) indicate the extent that sample datum depart from sample mean. Skewness (refer with: Eq. (4)) and kurtosis (refer with: Eq. (5)) are such statistics describing the shape of sample datum. Skewness reflects dispersive symmetrical characterization of sample datum. Finally, kurtosis indicates the extent that sample datum deviate from normal distribution.
where X i denotes samples.
As G 1 > 0, the form is called right deviation, which illustrates the right datum of mean are more dispersive than those of the left ones; While G 1 < 0, the result is named left deviation, which indicates the situation is opposite to that of right deviation. As G 1 approach zero, which is called impartiality, So the sample distribution is regarded as symmetry. On the other hand, kurtosis coefficient of normal distribution is equal to 3. As G 2 > 3, there are a lot of datum departing from mean. On the contrary, when G 2 < 3, the case is inverse to that of G 2 > 3. So statistical method can be used to characterize roughness of profile curve subjected to fracture surfaces, because kurtosis coefficient (=3) of standard normal distribution can be regarded as standard roughness of a curve. Concrete operation is formulated in the following discussion.
Suppose a scale length is equal to 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm respectively, then the datum of angle variation are acquired by computer procedure corresponding to different scales. Furthermore, under the same scale, sample mean, median, range, variance, coefficient of skewness and kurtosis are computed respectively and frequency histogram [21] - [25] is drawn with computer program, which describes the directional distribution of normal vectors on a center profile. Frequency histogram under a scale is compared with that of other ones, which can show distributional differences each other. In addition, normal hypothesis test is used to test whether the directional distribution of normal vectors obeys normal distribution or not and distribution function plots were drawn with computer program. For the degree datum input into computer, Jarque-Bera test is used to inspect these degree datum whether to obey normal distribution. Significance level α is supposed to 0.05. P is a probability value which can accept original hypothesis of normal distribution. JBST AT is a test statistics. CV (=5.9915) is a unified threshold which can judge distribution of sample datum whether to refuse original hypothesis and H is a test result. If H = 0, the distribution of sample can be considered normal distribution; If H = 1, it doesn't belong to normal distribution. If P < α, original hypothesis belonging to normal distribution must be denied; If JBST AT > CV , original hypothesis of normal distributional can be negated. Every statistic in following tables is a mean value of three center profiles' corresponding statistic under the same scale, because there are three Brazil disc samples. The differences among the same statistic are compared within four tables under different scales.
(1) If the scale is equal to 0.4 mm, the following Table 1 indicates according statistical value and hypothesis test value. where unit of mean, median, range is degree, whereas other statistics have no unit, because they are only coefficients. (below affinity)
From coefficient of skewness −0.0013 (≈ 0), dispersive extent of datum between left side and right one deviating mean is almost comparative. Distribution of angles' degrees approximatively summits to normal distribution from kurtosis coefficient 3.1511 (≈ 3) and its frequency histogram is referred with Fig. 5 . From hypothesis test, where H = 0, P > α and JBST AT < CV , the normal distributional original hypothesis can be accepted. From normal probability figure shown in Fig. 6 , the absolute major points gather on the red straight line, which illustrates the normal distributional hypothesis can be accepted. Compared with the case of (1), both mean and median descent, but the variation is very small. Whereas two ranges are almost equivalent. Variance indicates the extent of departing from sample mean increases; The skewness coefficient increases and is more than 0, which illustrates the right datum of mean is more dispersive than that of the left, but the dispersive extent is faint; Kurtosis coefficient is equal to 2.8296 (≈ 3), which illustrates distribution of sample approximate normal distribution. The frequency histogram reflects that the distribution of angle datum is close to normal distribution(shown in Fig. 7) . From normal hypothesis test, H = 0, P = 0.6492 and JBST AT < CV indicate normal distributional hypothesis can be accepted with the probability of 64.92%. From normal probability plot shown in Fig. 8 , the absolute major points gather on the red straight line, which illustrates the normal distributional suppose can be accepted.
(3) If the scale is equal to 0.2 mm, the statistical result is shown in the next Table 3 . The sample mean and median increase; Variance increases furthermore; Range hardly change; Coefficient of skewness reduces, however the decrement is very little; Coefficient of kurtosis decreases furthermore and reaches 1.9127, which illustrates the distribution of angle datum contin- ues to deviate from normal distribution. Frequency histogram is shown in Fig. 9 . From normal hypothesis test, H = 1, the value of P and JBST AT > CV indicate normal distributional hypothesis could be negated. Normal probability plot is referred with Fig. 10. (4) If the scale is equal to 0.1 mm, the following Table 4 indicates according statistical value. The value of sample mean and median has a weak variation; Range still change rarely; Variance still increases greatly; Coefficient of skewness continues to decrease, but it still fluctuates near 0, which still describes the characterization that two sides' datum of mean have the same dispersion; Coefficient of kurtosis descends further and reaches 1.6600, which indicates that the distribution of normal vector furthermore deviates from normal distribution; Frequency histogram is shown in Fig. 11 . From normal hypothesis test, H(= 1), the value of P (= 0) and JBST AT (≫ CV ) indicate normal distributional hypothesis can be negated completely. Normal probability plot is referred with Fig. 12 . The absolute major points deviates from the red straight line.
Coefficient of Deviating from Normal Distribution
A new concept is called Coefficient of Deviating from Normal Distribution according to kurtosis coefficient (abbreviation: CDND). The formula is defined as
where i = 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 (unit: mm); K i denotes kurtosis coefficient corresponding scale (i); C i denotes CDND, which indicates C i is a function about scale (i) and it is also a relative error that the directional distribution of normal vector departs from normal distribution. Especially, as K i = 3, C i is equal to 0, so the situation is regarded as standard roughness. The following Table 5 indicates the varied regularity of CDND along with scale. Form the Table 5 , the varied regularity that CDND increases with decreasing scale can be discovered. The case can be shown in Fig. 13 . From Fig. 13 , CDND rises along with descend of scale, which illustrates the rougher center profile on rock fracture surface is, the smaller measure scale is.
In conclusion, the directional distribution of normal vectors is associated with scale length, which depends on scale effect. The smaller kurtosis is, the smaller scale is, which illustrates the distribution of degrees deviates from normal distribution continuously. It is discovered that range of sample datum is close to 149, which indicates that variable range of angles is definite. And the dispersive extent between the left datum of sample mean and those of right is comparative, because skewness coefficient is almost equal to 0. In summary, the roughness of center profile could be supposed to standard state, when the distribution of angle belong to standard normal distribution. Furthermore, the rougher center profile is, the smaller the scale length is.
Conclusion and Prospect
In generally, mean, median, range and skewness coefficient almost have no scale effect from the above four tables, however variance will increase with decreasing of scale. Kurtosis coefficient will descent along with reduction of scale. Accordingly, from normal hypothesis test, H, P and JBST AT have scale effect too. As a whole, H leaps from 0 to 1 along with decreasing of scale. P will decrease while scale drops. JBST AT will raise as scale falls. That is to say, The rougher center profile curve is, the smaller the scale is.
Researching morphology of rock fracture surfaces is aimed at discovering mechanics information in process of rock fracture. Therefore, three aspects will be researched in the following content. Firstly, the relationship between rock mechanics and topograph of rock fracture surfaces is attempted to build. Secondly, new approaches of researching rock fracture surfaces through morphology will be discussed. Finally, acquired experimental results will be transformed into theoretical basis of guiding engineering practice as possible as.
